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Adoring Parents – Systems for Service 
Transcription 
 
Parents these days are busier than ever.  It is our responsibility to make every 
encounter that a parent has with your business as enjoyable and easy as 
possible.  And here are my top three tips on how to give your customers the 
most fulfilling experience, whilst also making sure that your days are enjoyable 
and fulfilling.  That your business is running itself!  We’re moving onto leverage 
again and automating your business.  Because that’s important, of the highest 
priority!     
 
1.  Sometimes when you check your email, you’ll receive ten emails all 
asking basically the same thing. Instead of replying to each email, typing out the 
answer, minimise your workload and your time in front of the computer by 
getting a system happening.  You can do this by taking emails you have written 
to parents in response to a question and give them a subject title that sums up 
the email.  What you do is then store these template emails in a folder in your 
email account so that all you need to do is go into this folder, choose the email, 
change the name, the address that it is going to and add a generic sentence 
that sounds like it is personal at the top, so they know it is not just a forwarded 
email. And you send it on, couldn’t be easier.   
 
And the second thing to do to build on this is that when you notice a trend in the 
questions coming in the emails you are receiving, do yourself a favour and 
include the answer in your Frequently Asked Questions document, really make it 
prominent, make it clear. Once I started concentrating on doing this, making 
more publicly available the frequent questions I was being asked, my email 
frequency dropped dramatically.  And that’s a real bonus. 
 
2. A little feature that always makes for happy parents is when you send an 
email, let’s say the week before the camp to all the attendees, confirming the 
venue, confirming attendance, add in a Google maps link to the camp location, 
with included directions where to park and where registration will be, how they’ll 
get in there.  Give them all the details up front so that when Monday morning 
comes around there is no scrambling and give everyone the opportunity to 
come to camp in a good mood.  Likewise, they don’t want to be chasing you to 
find out whether their child needs to bring lunch or do they need to bring 
sandshoes, so attach all the documents that will help them, such as a PDF of 
your Frequently Asked Questions to every single email you have with them.  Give 
them every opportunity to check and see if they need to answer any questions 
in their mind.   
 
If you are using templates as a starting point this is a breeze as you can ensure 
it is always attached when ever you send it out.  When you get an enquiry from 
a new customer, you want to do the same thing.  Anytime you have an email 
correspondence with a prospective customer, make sure you’ve got attached 
the FAQ document and the application form, or at least the direct them to visit 
the link to your website in the email, so that it is right there at their fingertips for 
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them to access.         
 
3.  For the third tip, we come back to my favourite topic of leveraging your 
business and taking YOU out of the equation.  When you have over five venues 
running, your phone will be running hot with calls and enquiries – which we love, 
but it doesn’t do anything for your sanity.  I remember once, I went out in the 
morning and left my phone at home and came back to 35 voicemail messages 
before 11am.  In order for you to feel like you are not a call-centre operator you 
have to put a strategy in place.   The solution I came to was a service called 
Virtual Receptionists. The impact they can have on your business and your 
lifestyle is phenomenal.  Not only are they a lot cheaper than paying a physical 
receptionist, but they are incredibly professional and very reliable as well.   
 
What these companies do is they provide you with a 1300 or an 1800 number 
for you to advertise - or you can divert an existing line if you don’t want to 
change your phone number.  Then when a customer calls, a real person - not a 
voice recording answers, saying your business name and whatever else you ask 
them to.  You write a little script for them for this person to say, Good Morning, 
thank you for calling Born to Perform, this is Andrea, how may I help you?  You 
wouldn’t even know they don’t work for you - that is their job, to masquerade as 
your employee.  The call centre person is trained in your business, has your file 
and website open so that they can answer basic questions such as camp 
location and dates, what to bring to help your customers.   
 
If it is a more in depth enquiry they can’t answer, they politely say that you are 
currently in a meeting in another room, or teaching - again whatever you want 
them to say and they take a message for you.  Then you immediately get sent 
an SMS and an email with the contact details of the enquiry for you to call when 
it is convenient for you.  Now if you want to take this even further, I even had a 
second copy of these emails automatically forwarded to one of my teachers, 
who had been with the business for a long time, she knew everything about the 
business and could answer the questions very capably. I paid her by the hour to 
call back and look after these enquiries for me.  You can rest easy knowing that 
no enquiry goes unanswered and allows you the bliss of you choosing when you 
work.   
 
Freedom comes from choice and by choosing that you won’t be answering your 
phone at all times of the day, like 9pm at night, I’ve done that in the past.  When 
you have that freedom, you can choose to spend time doing things that are 
more important to you, like learning a new dance style or spending time with 
your children or taking a holiday to Hawaii - what ever you like.   
 
 
Put your business in its place: that is below the good stuff - family, friends, fun, 
food they all come first.  Then your business.  Get this formula implemented, 
leverage it so that you are out of the equation and then you are free to have the 
lifestyle you deserve, and as a bonus, your customers are going to be better 
looked after and happier than ever.    
 


